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ABSTRACT
Internet eXchange Points (IXPs) are Internet hubs that mainly pro-
vide the switching infrastructure to interconnect networks and
exchange traffic. While the initial goal of IXPs was to bring to-
gether networks residing in the same city or country, and thus keep
local traffic local, this model is gradually shifting. Many networks
connect to IXPs without having physical presence at their switching
infrastructure. This practice, called Remote Peering, is changing the
Internet topology and economy, and has become the subject of a
contentious debate within the network operators’ community. How-
ever, despite the increasing attention it attracts, the understanding
of the characteristics and impact of remote peering is limited. In
this work, we introduce and validate a heuristic methodology for
discovering remote peers at IXPs. We (i) identify critical remote
peering inference challenges, (ii) infer remote peers with high ac-
curacy (>95%) and coverage (93%) per IXP, and (iii) characterize
different aspects of the remote peering ecosystem by applying our
methodology to 30 large IXPs. We observe that remote peering is a
significantly common practice in all the studied IXPs; for the largest
IXPs, remote peers account for 40% of their member base. We also
show that today, IXP growth is mainly driven by remote peering,
which contributes two times more than local peering.
CCS CONCEPTS
•Networks→Networkmeasurement;Network architectures;
Network properties;
1 INTRODUCTION
Internet eXchange Points (IXPs) are crucial components of today’s
Internet ecosystem [25, 29, 37, 38], that provide infrastructure for
the direct interconnection (peering) of Autonomous Systems (ASes).
Currently, there exist more than 700 IXPs around the world, with
more than 11K member networks (i.e., peers); these correspond to
approximately 20% of the total number of ASes [11, 15, 16]. The
largest IXPs host more than 800 networks each [1, 7], and handle
aggregate traffic that peaks at or exceeds 6 Tbps [3, 8].
IXPs were originally created to locally interconnect ASes at
layer-2 (L2), and keep local traffic local [39]. Under this model, net-
works peer at IXPs to directly connect with each other and avoid
connections through third parties, and thus reduce costs, improve
performance (e.g., lower latency), and better control the exchanged
traffic [26, 67]. However, the ever-increasing traffic flowing at the
edge of the Internet, creates pressure for denser and more diverse
peering that challenges the traditional IXP model. As a result, the
IXP ecosystem is undergoing a fundamental shift in peering prac-
tices to respond to these requirements: networks may establish
peering connections at IXPs from remote locations, to broaden the
set of networks they reach within one AS-hop [41, 69], either over
a (owned or rented) “long cable” or over resellers that provide ports
on the IXP and L2 access through their own network [13, 18]. This
practice contradicts the traditional view of IXPs as local hubs of
direct peering and is commonly referred to as Remote Peering [67]
by IXP operators, where “remote” denotes a distant and/or indirect
IXP connection:
Definition 1. Remote Peering (RP) is when a network peers at
an IXP without having physical presence in the IXP’s infrastructure
and/or through a reseller.
While RP has been actively advertised by IXPs, it has also fired
up a heated debate within the operators’ community [23, 67]. The
proponents of RP highlight the benefits in connectivity and cost re-
duction for the IXP members, whereas the opponents emphasize on
the risks and implications for network performance and resilience.
Irrespective of which side in this debate one stands for, the reality
is that RP is fundamentally changing the IXP peering landscape,
with unclear effects on Internet economics and performance. Today
we lack the tools and techniques to answer even simple questions,
such as “Which peers of an IXP are remote and which are local?”.
The answer to this question could significantly benefit Internet
operations and drive routing policies and peering decisions (e.g.,
eyeballs or content providers that seem local at an IXP may not be
local). Such knowledge is therefore important both for IXP opera-
tors to understand the characteristics of their member base, and IXP
members to perform e.g., traffic engineering (TE) based on peering
policies. Moreover, it enables researchers to explore different facets
of RP ecosystems.
In this paper, we propose a methodology to infer RP, and an-
alyze its main characteristics. Our primary objective is to enable
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transparency, a property which is desired by all stakeholders, re-
gardless of which side they pick in the RP debate. We first provide
the necessary background on this debate as well as related work in
Section 2. After presenting our measurement datasets (Section 3),
we make the following contributions:
Identify inference challenges (Section 4).We first identify the
difficulties of inferring RP, by collecting and analyzing a best-effort
validation dataset of remote/local peers in 15 large IXPs. We show
that inference based exclusively on latency measurements, as pro-
posed by Castro et al. [36], is not capable of accurately inferring RP
at scale.
Infer remote peers (Section 5).We design a novel methodology
to infer whether a peer is remote or local to an IXP. Due to the
involved complexity and challenges, we take into account multiple
dimensions of peering, such as latency, colocation and IXP facility
information, IXP port capacity and router connectivity, and combine
them to achieve an accurate inference. Comparing our inferences
against validation data shows that our approach achieves a 95%
accuracy and 93% coverage, while the corresponding percentages
of the state-of-the-art [36] are 77% and 84%, respectively.
Characterize remote peering (Section 6).We apply our method-
ology to 30 large IXPs, and analyze characteristics of RP. While an
extensive evaluation of RP characteristics and implications is out-
side the scope of this work, we consider use cases that exhibit the
applicability of our inference approach. We find that RP is prevalent
today, with 28% of the peers being remote. Our results also show
that today, IXP growth is mainly driven by remote peering, which
contributes two times more than local peering with respect to the
number of new IXP members.
We further discuss relevant insights which arise from our study,
including potential implications of RP (Section 7). Finally, we de-
scribe follow-up research directions, such as traffic analysis and a
large-scale longitudinal study (Section 8).
2 BACKGROUND & RELATEDWORK
Peering at IXPs.ASes connect and exchange traffic (i.e., peer) with
each other via bi- or multi-lateral setups at IXPs, which operate
L2 switching platforms. Typically, ASes become members of an
IXP by connecting to its infrastructure through their own router(s),
colocated at the facility where the IXP has presence. This enables
them to peer with other IXP members.
Remote peering at IXPs. Remote peering does not require physi-
cal presence of networks’ routing equipment in the IXP fabric [63].
The connection is performed through: (i) resellers [71] of IXP ports
that connect the remote peer’s router(s) to the IXP switches, (ii) L2
connections (“long cables”) to the IXP facility (with ports bought
by the peer itself), either with privately owned cables or by using
a carrier, and (iii) IXP federations [4, 9], i.e., IXPs belonging to the
same organization (like DE-CIX Frankfurt and DE-CIX New York),
which are interconnected so that local peers of one IXP are remote
to the other and vice versa1.
Wide-area IXPs and Remote Peering. Some IXPs are geograph-
ically distributed entities, possessing switching infrastructure in
1The involved IXPs still use their own route servers and BGP communities and serve
their own member base.
multiple facilities in different metropolitan areas2/countries.We call
such cases, where the IXP’s L2 network spans large geographical
areas, wide-area IXPs. An example of a wide-area IXP is NL-IX [14],
spanning the European continent3. Themembers of a wide-area IXP
are local peers, as long as they are directly patched to the switching
infrastructure of at least one facility of the IXP (see Definition 1);
otherwise they are remote. Note that such IXP setups can heavily
complicate remote peering inferences (see Section 4.2).
The remote peering debate. The increasing attention that remote
peering is drawing has also given rise to a recent debate within the
networking community [23], placing emphasis on the impact of
remote peering on Internet routing and economics.
Remote peering is good! There are several advantages and new
possibilities for networks peering remotely:
• Monetary savings. CAPEX is reduced since there is no need
for additional routing equipment, or colocation and installation
fees [67, 68]. Remote peering can also be an option for offloading
transit traffic [36].
• Increased connectivity. Networks can easily establish direct con-
nections with more peers (e.g., content providers present at re-
mote IXPs), and have better control over traffic routed from /
towards them.
For the IXP, remote peering leads to:
• More members/customers. IXPs can attract members which are
present in different cities or countries, and thus, increase their
market share. IXPs with many members are more visible and
appealing to potential customers.
• Reseller ecosystem. The IXP can benefit from reseller organiza-
tions, which handle new IXP memberships at scale, and therefore
the setup and billing of new members is simplified.
Remote peering is bad! On the other hand, some network and
IXP operators claim that remote peering is a disservice to the Inter-
net [23, 67]. IXPs have been originally created as peering hubs to
keep “local traffic local” [39]. Changing this trend might lead to:
• Degradation of performance. Links over IXPs involving peers at
distant locations from IXPs are expected to have larger latency
(RTTs) than links between local peers. Hence, direct peering
connections on IXPs might not necessarily lead to improved
quality in communication. Additionally, resellers usually offer
low capacity IXP ports (e.g., 100Mbps; see Section 5.1.1), which
can cause congestion [43].
• Loss of resilience. While a network might have separate L3 con-
nections with its peers on an IXP, in the case of remote peering
some of these connections might share a common port (e.g., re-
sellers sell fractions of the same physical IXP port to multiple
remote peers). A single outage on this port can thus affect (a)
multiple connections, and (b) networks hundreds or thousands
of kilometers away from the IXP. As a result, neither traffic nor
outages “stay local”.
2We consider as metropolitan area a disk with diameter 100 km.
3While IXPs such as DE-CIX may have presence in multiple cities (e.g., Frankfurt,
New York), they are not considered as wide-area IXPs, since they operate an indepen-
dent/separate IXP at each city. In contrast, NL-IX is a sole IXP entity with a network
distributed among multiple countries/cities.
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Need for transparency.While there is no consensus on whether
remote peering is a good or bad practice, both its proponents and
opponents acknowledge the necessity for understanding the char-
acteristics of remote peering. Network operators want to know
which peers are local or remote, where they are located, and the
implications on the communication (e.g., latency, bandwidth, re-
silience) among peers. This knowledge is critical since it can guide
traffic engineering and peering policies.
Related work. Prior works on IXPs explore various aspects of the
IXP ecosystem and show its impact on the Internet’s hierarchical
topology [25, 29], traffic exchange economics [40, 57], and content
delivery [30, 39, 73]. Others discuss multilateral peering over IXPs
at scale [49] and show that interconnection strategies, such as RP,
and extensive colocation practices [48], create unexpected interde-
pendencies among peering infrastructures [46]. Other work inves-
tigates the impact of RP [50] on the topology or the performance
of continental peering ecosystems, such as Africa [43]. Castro et
al. [36] aimed to explore the traffic offloading capabilities of RP and
provided a simple RTT-based approach for inferring RP.
However, in our work we show that RTT alone [36] is not suf-
ficient to achieve accurate inference (see Section 4). Instead, we
combine RTT measurements with several other domain-specific
design aspects of remote peering and achieve significantly larger
accuracy and coverage levels, calculated using a substantial valida-
tion dataset. Our goal is to establish a general, thoroughly validated
RP inference methodology and yield valuable insights on the global
RP ecosystem.
3 DATASETS & MEASUREMENTS
3.1 Active Measurement Sources
We employ ping measurements to estimate the latency (RTT) be-
tween an IXP and its member ASes, and traceroute measurements
to extract the IP-level paths traversing peering links.
Pings. We conduct ping measurements from a number of Van-
tage Points (VPs), namely Looking Glasses (LGs) and RIPE Atlas
probes (RA); the exact location of these VPs is known. Castro et
al. [36] used the PCH LGs [15] that provided access to PCH border
routers deployed in 22 IXPs. Unfortunately, PCH does not allow
ping queries through their LGs anymore. Instead, using IXP web-
sites, we compiled a list of 23 publicly accessible LGs, that provide
direct interfaces inside the IXP networks, e.g., to an IXP route server.
To automate the querying of these LGs we use the Periscope plat-
form [45].
We augment the set of the ping-enabled VPs through RA [19], a
well-established global Internet measurement platform with more
than 25,000 probes. To identify RA probes colocated with IXP in-
frastructure, we search for probes with source IPs in the address
space of an IXP’s peering LAN, and for probes which resolve to an
ASN assigned to an IXP NOC4. We discovered 66 such RA probes.
Merging the available LG and RA VPs provides good coverage
in the RIPE (29 IXPs) and APNIC (11 IXPs) regions. Only 6 IXPs
4 Note that probes connected to the IXP members themselves are not useful for our
methodology, since these members can be also remote to the IXP, and thus may affect
the RTT-based inference step biasing the ping measurements.
Table 1: Overview of the IXP (IPv4) dataset and contribution of each
data source.
Source IXP Prefixes IXP Interfaces
Total Unique Conflicts Total Unique Conflicts
Websites 42 4 12409 24
HE 429 51 1 (.010 %) 29866 7659 80 (.27 %)
PDB 638 187 1 (.005 %) 22146 1162 62 (.28 %)
PCH 467 129 1 (.007 %) 5922 256 22 (.37 %)
Total 731 31690
are covered in the ARIN and LACNIC regions, and none under
AFRINIC.
Traceroutes.We collect all the publicly available RA IPv4 tracer-
oute measurements (i.e., built-in and user-defined) [19]. In total,
we study 3.15 billion traceroute paths towards 600K IPs, probed
between Jan. 2017 and Mar. 2018. We use the collected traceroute
paths to extract IP-level IXP crossings (see Section 3.3 and steps 3,
4 of Section 5.2), as well as private connections between ASes over
facilities (see step 5 of Section 5.2).
3.2 IXP Peering LANs and Ports
Our methodology combines multiple sources of IXP-related infor-
mation with the measurements of Section 3.1.
IXPs, members, and interfaces. To identify traceroute hops that
traverse IXPs, and feed our methodology with IXP-related infor-
mation, we combine multiple sources to build an up-to-date list of
IXPs, their members, and the associated IXP interfaces (i.e., IP ad-
dresses belonging to IXP prefixes that are assigned to IXP member
ASes). We retrieve the related IXP information directly from IXP
websites by parsing the provided Euro-IX [52] json and/or csv
machine-readable formats, and the publicly available databases of
Hurricane Electric (HE) [11], PeeringDB (PDB) [16], and Packet
Clearing House (PCH) [15].
To address cases of conflicting data, we consider IXP websites as
the most reliable source of information since the data are directly
provided by the IXP operators; in fact, while websites may share
peering policy information with e.g., PeeringDB, they maintain
their own IXP-related information, such as membership lists. We
then rank the other IXP sources based on their fraction of conflict-
ing entries compared to the website data (Table 1). Consequently,
we apply the following preference ordering to resolve conflicts:
IXP websites > HE > PDB > PCH .
The final dataset includes 31, 690 IXP IP-to-AS mappings (IXP
interfaces) and 729 IXP prefixes from 703 IXPs (Table 1). Interest-
ingly enough, the IXP prefixes and interfaces that are unique in
the websites are quite few (4 and 24 respectively), since the other
databases are usually populated with up-to-date entries. To the
best of our knowledge, the collected dataset comprises the most
complete list of IXPs, IXP prefixes, and IXP interfaces to-date.
IXP port capacity. We record the capacity of the peering ports
allocated to each IXP member, using the json/csv datasets directly
provided through the IXP websites, and the PDB records. For each
IXP, we also compile the available port capacity options through
the pricing section of its website [70]. As we explain in Section 5.1.1,
knowing the port capacities allows us to distinguish IXP peers that
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(a) Distribution of ASNs and IXP
facilities (source: PDB/Inflect). (b) ECDF of minimum RTTs for remote
and local peers in the control validation
dataset. 18% of the remote peers have
RTT of less than 1ms while 40% have
RTT of less than 10ms.
Figure 1: Overview of facilities and VP-to-IXP interface RTT.
obtain virtual ports through port resellers from peers that obtain
physical ports directly from the IXP.
3.3 Detecting IXP Crossings in Traceroutes
We process traceroute measurements (Section 3.1) and IXP informa-
tion (Section 3.2) with traIXroute [21, 65] to identify paths that
cross IXPs. We configure traIXroute to identify IXP crossings in
a path, when (i) there exists a sub-path of three IPs (i.e., IP triplet)
that contains an IXP IP in the middle of the triplet and this IXP IP
belongs to the same AS as the 3rd IP, (ii) the AS of the 1st IP in the
triplet is different, and (iii) these two ASes are members of the IXP
(whose prefix the IXP IP of the triplet belongs to).
3.4 Colocation Facilities
To infer the remoteness or locality of peers, we also use the location
of the facilities where IXPs and their members are present. We first
collect the facility list from PDB and Inflect [12], a database for
Internet infrastructure services (whose data comes either directly
from service providers or trusted third-party sources). For each facil-
ity we keep the geographical coordinates provided by PDB, which
are independently verified through Inflect to filter-out spurious
information [64]. Our dataset includes 656 IXPs which are associ-
ated with 1,078 facilities. The Inflect dataset allows us to correct
the geographical information for 308 of these facilities. Moreover,
we extract information related to which facility each AS (i.e., IXP
member) is present. As shown in Fig. 1a, around 60% of IXPs and
ASes are present in a single facility, with only 5% in more than
10 facilities. To alleviate possible incompleteness in PDB/Inflect
data, we extend the colocation dataset by manually extracting the
facility list from the websites of the 50 IXPs with most AS members.
IXP websites provide additional facility data for 48% of the IXPs,
allowing us to compile an as complete as possible dataset for the
most prominent IXPs.
PDB vs.Websites.We have encountered some discrepancies be-
tween PDB and IXP/facility websites. For example, the NL-IX web-
site provides additional information on 17 (∼15%) of its data centers
not present in PDB (incompleteness). On the other hand, for the
Table 2: Validation data retrieved from IXP operators (top, 6 rows)
andwebsites (bottom, 9 rows). IXPswith superscript ’C’ (’T ’) are part
of the “control” (“test”) subset.
IXP #Facilities #Total Peers #Validated Peers #Local #Remote
O
PE
R
AT
O
R
S AMS-IX
T 14 878 463 258 205
DE-CIX FRAT 28 795 323 103 220
LINX LONT 15 770 170 71 99
DE-CIX NYCC 25 162 80 59 21
LINX MANT 3 99 37 17 20
LINX NoVT 4 48 21 12 9
W
EB
SI
TE
S
EPIX KATC 3 465 233 135 98
EPIX WARC 6 308 170 93 77
France-IX PART 9 402 292 127 165
Seattle IXT 11 296 246 180 66
Any2 LAT 2 299 212 147 65
D. Realty ATLC 3 142 85 42 43
France IX MRSC 2 77 31 19 12
AMS-IX HKC 2 46 24 14 10
AMS-IX SFC 4 36 23 16 7
Total 131 4823 2410 1293 1117
CoreSite LA1 facility, PDB reports 108 ASes (∼43%) that are not
listed in Coresite’s list of locally deployed networks [6], indicating
possible inaccuracies in PDB. Even in the face of such artifacts, the
combination of the heuristics we apply in Section 5 results to high
accuracy/coverage.
3.5 IXP Local/Remote Members for Validation
Inferring remote peering accurately, requires thorough investiga-
tion of the challenges related to interconnectivity between IXPs and
their members, as well as information to validate the peering infer-
ence itself. To this end, we contacted IXP operators and requested
lists specifying which of their members are local and/or remote.
We received validation data5 for 6 IXPs. However, the provided
lists do not cover the entire list of the members of these IXPs. This
is due to the fact that IXP operators usually know whether their
members are connected through resellers, but not where they are
located, or if they use a L2 carrier to access their colocation facilities.
In essence, they do not/cannot know “what goes on beyond that
cable” [23]; a gap that is the primary motivation of this work.
We further augmented the validation dataset by manually ex-
tracting lists of remote and local members from websites of IXPs
that publish the port type of their members (physical or virtual
through a reseller). In total, we collected validation data for 6 IXPs
directly from their operators, and for 9 more IXPs from their web-
sites. In addition, we enriched the total IXP list in the validation
dataset with the facilities at which the IXPs are present based on
data from Section 3.4. All relevant statistics are shown in Table 2.
We split the validation dataset in two subsets, “control” and “test”,
depending on whether they include IXPs with publicly accessible
colocated VPs fromwhich ping measurements can be triggered. The
reason for this discrimination is that we need to (i) re-evaluate ex-
isting inference approaches [36] and investigate further challenges
in order to fine-tune our approach, and (ii) properly validate the full
methodology using active measurements. Since only the test subset
contains IXPs with accessible ping-enabled VPs, we used the control
subset to evaluate latency-wise inference challenges (see Section
4), and the test subset to ping local and/or remote target interfaces
5The validation dataset we use is a best-effort collection of relevant trusted data.
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(a)Median RTTs between
the facilities of the
wide-area IXP NET-IX.
(b)Max. distance between IXP
facilities, compared to the
number of IXP members
(source: PDB).
Figure 2: Features of wide-area IXPs.
in order to compare our inference results with the reported ones
(see Section 5.3).
4 RTT-BASED INFERENCE CHALLENGES
Here, we use the control subset of our validation dataset to investi-
gate the challenges and limitations of inferring RP based exclusively
on latency measurements (Section 4.1), placing emphasis on the
fairly common case of wide-area IXPs (Section 4.2).
4.1 RTT is not enough
For each IXP in our control dataset, there is no publicly available VP
to execute RTT measurements, but we obtained one-time access to
results from pings executed within the IXP infrastructure targeting
the peering interfaces of all the remote and local members of the
IXP.We apply the TTLmatch and TTL switch filters proposed in [36]
to discard replies with TTL values less than the expected maximum
(64 and 255 hops) that may indicate ping replies outside of the IXP
subnet. We repeat the measurements every 20 minutes for two
days, and we calculate the minimum RTT per IXP interface. As
shown in Fig. 1b, RTT values above 2ms are a very strong indication
of remote peers, with 99% of the local peers having RTT values
less than 1ms. This result is consistent with previous works that
exhibited that a delay of 1ms corresponds roughly to a distance of
100 km [54, 75], approximating the coverage (i.e., disk diameter) of
a single metropolitan area. However, low RTT does not necessarily
mean that a peer is local. Surprisingly, 18% of the remote peers
in our control dataset are within 1ms from the IXP, while 40%
are within 10ms , which is the “remoteness threshold” used in [36].
4.2 Wide-area IXP challenges
Conservative latency thresholds do not ensure the elimination of
peers which are falsely identified as remote for wide-area IXPs. In
fact, IXP members which are present in any of the facilities of such
IXPs are local to the IXP but can be remote to the measurement VP,
even if the VP is also hosted in one of the IXP’s facilities. An indica-
tive example is NET-IX, which has distributed its switching fabric in
facilities across 18 different countries [24]. To understand the RTT
characteristics among the different facilities of such a geographi-
cally distributed IXP, we obtained pairwise delay measurements
between 16 of NET-IX’s international sites. NET-IXmeasures the de-
lay between its different facilities based on the Y.1731 Performance
Monitoring standard [22], by sending precisely timestamped test
packets across its MetroNID network demarcation points. The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 2a. For 87% of the facility pairs the median
RTT is above 10ms . Note that we also observe facilities in different
countries with less than 10ms delay between them; for instance,
Frankfurt (FRA) and Prague (PRA) have a 7ms delay. Therefore, a
remoteness RTT-threshold is not meaningful for wide-area
IXPs.
Next, we quantify the popularity of the model of the wide-area
IXPs. We use our colocation dataset compiled in Section 3.4, and
we classify an IXP as wide-area if its switching fabric is deployed
among multiple facilities, and at least two of them are in different
metropolitan areas. Since there can be different naming conven-
tions used for the same city/metro area, we calculate the geodesic
distance between each pair of IXP facilities, by applying Karney’s
method [53] on their geographical coordinates. We consider facili-
ties more than 50km apart as located in different metropolitan areas.
For April 2018, we found that 64 of the 446 (14.4%) IXPs in PDB
with at least two IXP members are wide-area, including 10 of the
50 (20%) largest IXPs in terms of the size of their IXP member list
(Fig. 2b). Therefore, wide-area IXPs are fairly common and
not just some exceptional cases. Note that the infrastructure of
some IXPs can be thousands of kms apart. For instance, NL-IX has
facilities in London and Bucharest that are over 1,300km away from
each other.
The results of this section highlight that although RTT measure-
ments have the potential to provide useful insights w.r.t. the peering
approach employed by an IXP member, alone they are not adequate
to accurately infer remote peers. A 10ms-threshold is very conser-
vative in the case of IXPs concentrated in a single metropolitan
area, while it yields a large number of false positives in the case of
wide-area IXPs.
5 INFERENCE METHODOLOGY
To address the limitations of remote peering inference based exclu-
sively on latency measurements, we introduce a “first-principles”
[56] approach. We rely on domain-specific knowledge to identify
technological (beyond latency) and economic aspects of peering
connectivity (Section 5.1), and build upon these aspects to design a
methodology for inferring remote and local peers (Section 5.2). We
validate the proposed methodology in Section 5.3.
5.1 Design Aspects
5.1.1 Port Capacity. IXPs offer to ASes connectivity to switch
ports, whose capacity is typically between 1GE and 100GE [2]. To
make remote peering an attractive service, resellers split their phys-
ical ports to multiple virtual ports (e.g., via sub-interfaces/VLANs)
of lower capacity (rate-limiting), and offer them to remote peers at
lower prices. Fractional port capacities can be purchased only through
resellers today6. Thus, this information can indicate a network that
peers remotely, via a reseller, at an IXP. Figure 4 shows the port
capacity for remote and local peers in our control validation dataset.
6In rare cases, some old IXP members are connected to physical ports of capacity less
than the minimum offered today. This can be also due to stale entries in PDB.
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(a) Multiple local IXP peerings. (b) Multiple remote IXP peerings.
(c) Local and remote IXP peerings.
Figure 3: Different scenarios ofmulti-IXP routers, for whichwemay observe different traceroute paths where I P1 precedes both IXP interfaces
I P2 and I P3, indicating the presence of a multi-IXP router in ASx .
Figure 4: Capacity of IXP ports for remote and local peers in our
control validation dataset. Fast Ethernet (FE) carries traffic at the
rate of 100 Mbit/s and Gigabit Ethernet (GE) at 1 Gbit/s.
No local peer has port capacities below 1GE (which is the mini-
mum capacity for physical ports offered by the corresponding IXPs),
while 27% of remote peers access the IXP through ports of 1FE –
5FE capacity; on the other hand, ports of 100+GE are allocated only
to local peers.
5.1.2 Presence at Colocation Facilities. To establish a direct con-
nection to an IXP, an AS needs to deploy routing equipment in at
least one colocation facility where the IXP has deployed switching
equipment. Therefore, it is not possible for an AS to be a local peer of
an IXP if they are not colocated in a facility. As Fig. 5 shows, all local
peers of an IXP in our control validation dataset are present in at
least one IXP facility, while 95% of the remote peers do not have any
common facility with the IXP. Hence, assuming perfect knowledge
of the facilities where IXP members are present, identifying RP
would be a straightforward lookup process. However, the available
colocation data for IXP members are incomplete and noisy. For
example, in Fig. 5, there are no available data for 18% of the remote
peers, while 5% of them appear to have presence in one IXP facility.
To further investigate the latter 5% of RP cases, we contacted the
IXP operators. Their feedback suggested that such cases are either
an artifact of remote peers (not colocated with the IXP) adding the
facility of their port reseller in their PDB record, or a consequence
of the fact that peers (colocated with the IXP) prefer to connect
through a port reseller in order to buy virtual ports of lower capacity
at a discount price (see Section 5.1.1).
Figure 5: Number of IXP facilities where local and remote peers in
our control validation dataset are present.
5.1.3 Multi-IXP Routers. An AS may connect to multiple IXPs
through the same border router to reduce operational costs; we
call such routers multi-IXP routers. The IP interfaces of a multi-IXP
router might appear in different traceroute paths to be intercon-
nected with different IXPs. We distinguish three cases where this
is possible:
(1) When multiple IXPs are present in the same facility, a colocated
AS may connect directly to all of them using a single router
(Figure 3a).
(2) Remote peers may connect through the same provider (port re-
seller) to multiple remote IXPs where this provider has presence
(Figure 3b).
(3) An AS may connect with the same router to both local and
remote IXPs, if it is e.g., colocated with one IXP and uses a
reseller for another (Figure 3c).
5.1.4 Private Connectivity. Two networks colocated at the same
IXP-hosting facility can interconnect with each other (private peer-
ing) without using the IXP infrastructure, e.g., by directly connect-
ing their routers. This might be a more economical solution in case
they exchange large volumes of traffic [66]. Therefore, when an
IXP member appears to be privately connected with several ASes
which are colocated at the facility of the same IXP, this is a strong
indication that this member is local to the IXP.
5.2 Algorithm
We next describe our methodology for inferring remote peering,
by combining RTT measurements with the four peering aspects
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Figure 6: Inter-facility RTT as a function of distance, based on
Y.1731 Perf. Monitoring measurements from NL-IX and NET-IX.
discussed in Section 5.1. While the steps of the methodology can
be validated independently (see Section 5.3), the order in which
they are applied matters and was selected as follows. Step 1 (Port
Capacities) is first since it reliably infers RP, albeit with small cov-
erage. Step 2 (RTT measurement) generates data used for step 3.
Step 3 (RTT+colocation) is required as input by Step 4 (multi-IXP
routers) and 5 (private connectivity). Step 4 comes before step 5 due
to its higher accuracy; step 5 is the last resort for missing inferences.
Note also that while an individual step may miss some cases for
different reasons (e.g., incomplete colocation data or RTT outliers
in Step 2), these cases can be captured by a following step.
Step 1: Finding reseller customers via port capacities. IXP mem-
bers that reach the IXP through a reseller are identified as remote
peers (see Definition 1). As discussed in Section 5.1.1, members can
be connected to IXP ports of capacity lower than the minimum
physical port capacity Cmin offered by the IXP, only if they reach
the IXP through a reseller6. Hence, as a first step, for each IXP
member ASx we compare the port capacity Cx , reported either in
the IXP website or the Inflect and PDB databases, to theCmin value
reported in the pricing section of the IXP’s website. If Cx < Cmin ,
we infer that ASx is a remote peer using a virtual port obtained
through a reseller.
Step 2: Ping RTT Measurements. From every VP in an IXP (see
Section 3.1), we execute ping measurements to every IXP IP inter-
face of the IXP’s members (see Section 3.2). To reduce the sensitivity
of the results to network conditions, we repeat the measurements
every two hours for two days, which results in 24 measurements in
total for each {VP, IP interface} pair. Similarly to Section 4, we apply
the TTL match and TTL switch filters to discard measurements with-
out consistent TTL values. Finally, for each responsive IP interface
we store the minimum RTT value, RTTmin , to counter transient
latency inflation artifacts [51].
Step 3: Colocation-informed RTT interpretation. To infer local and
remote peers, we analyze the collected RTTmin values. Besides the
colocation information of the IXPs and its members (see Section 3.4),
the exact locations of the VPs are also known in all ping measure-
ments. From the value of the RTTmin we calculate a geographical
area (circle or ring) around the VP location where the IP interface
Figure 7: Example of combining RTT measurements with IXP colo-
cation data to infer local peers at geographically distributed IXPs.
(and thus the router) of the IXP member can be located. The pres-
ence (or not) of a facility of the IXP in this area, denotes a local (or
remote) peering, respectively.
More precisely, we first calculate the distance between the in-
volved VPs and each of the IXP’s facilities, as described in Section 4.
Then, from the observed RTTmin , we calculate the potential dis-
tance between the VP and the ping target (IP interface at a member’s
router). Katz-Bassett et. al [54] found that the end-to-end probe
packet speed is at most vmax = 49 × c , where c is the speed of light.
As shown in Fig. 6 (green/dashed curve), our dataset of facility-to-
facility delays based on Y.1731 measurements obtained from NL-IX
and NET-IX confirms this. Through data fitting, we also find an
approximate lower bound (red/continuous curve in Fig. 6) for the
speed vmin (d) = 107 · (ln(d) − 3), where d is the distance. Based on
these bounds7, we estimate that the ping target is within a distance
range Df easible = [dmin ,dmax ] (green area in Fig. 7) from the VP,
where dmin = vmin × RTTmin and dmax = vmax × RTTmin . We
call the facility that is located in Df easible , a feasible facility.
Based on the estimated area defined byDf easible (see e.g., Fig. 7),
and the distances between the IXP facilities and the VP, we infer
that the IXP member that owns the queried IP interface (ping target)
is local or remote to the IXP, as follows:
(1) Remote peer: if (i) the IXP has no available feasible facility,
or (ii) the IXP has at least one feasible facility, but the peer is
present in another feasible facility where the IXP is not present.
(2) Local peer: if the IXP has at least one feasible facility, and the
IXP member is also colocated in one of the feasible IXP facilities.
(3) No inference: if the IXP has at least one feasible facility, but
the IXP member is not present at any feasible facility.
In the latter case, it is likely that our colocation dataset is incomplete
w.r.t. the given peer. In this case we do not make an inference yet,
but instead we leverage multi-IXP router and private connectivity
information (see Section 5.1) as described in the following steps.
Combining RTT values with colocation information allows us to
alleviate false positives caused by wide-area IXPs. Figure 7 shows
an example of such a case, based on the topology of the NL-IX
7 Out-of-bounds outliers do not impact the high accuracy of this step (see Table 4).
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IXP. The IXP has distributed its peering fabric across multiple cities,
including Amsterdam, Brussels, London, Frankfurt and Vienna. Our
measurement VP is in an IXP facility in Amsterdam, from which we
ping the IXP peering interfaces. Assume that for an interface IPx
we measure an RTTmin of 4ms . Without taking into consideration
the geographical footprint of the IXP’s infrastructure we would
infer the corresponding peer as remote assuming a “reasonable” (see
Fig. 1b) 2ms-threshold. Instead, we find that the IXP has two feasible
facilities (London and Frankfurt) in the ring between d1 = 532km
and d2 = 299km from the VP, as defined by our vmax (green area)
and vmin (red area) bounds respectively, allowing us to infer as
local the IXP members colocated at these facilities.
Similarly, we can avoid false negatives due to remote peers that
are in close proximity to the IXP. For instance, for a peer located in
Rotterdam connected remotely to the IXP’s facility in Amsterdam
(57km distance) we will typically measure RTTmin < 2ms . By using
the peer’s collocation data we can correctly determine that, despite
the low RTT, the peer is not local.
Step 4: Multi-IXP router inference. The previous steps may not be
able to infer the peering type due to missing facility data or missing
RTT values from unresponsive IXP interfaces. In such cases, we
proceed to use the multi-IXP router feature (see Section 5.1.3), for
inferring remoteness (or locality).
To identify multi-IXP routers we first collect traceroute paths
from public RIPEAtlasmeasurements in the same period as our ping
campaign (two days). We then extract the IP-level IXP crossings,
as explained in Section 3.3, and we collect all sequences of hops
{IPx , IP IX Px+1 }, where the interface IP IX Px+1 belongs to the address
space of an IXP, and the interface IPx belongs to an AS that is a
member of this IXP. For each AS that appears to peer at more than
one IXP in different IXP crossings, we perform alias resolution on
all its IP interfaces using MIDAR [55] to map these interfaces to
routers8. For interfaces on the same router, we find the set of IXPs
that appear as next hops in traceroute paths. If a router appears to
have connections to more than one IXPs, we characterize it as a
multi-IXP router.
For example, assume two sequences of IP hops, {IPa , IPIX P1}
and {IPb , IPIX P2}, where both IPa and IPb are owned by the same
AS and are mapped to the same router R, and IPIX P1 and IPIX P2
belong to the peering LANs of IXP1 and IXP2, respectively. In this
case, R has layer-3 connectivity with both IXPs, and therefore we
characterize R as a multi-IXP router.
We then classify the multi-IXP routers in one of the categories
described in Fig. 3, and infer each one based on geolocation data
from Section 3.4 as follows:
(1) Local multi-IXP router: A multi-IXP router is local to all
involved IXPs (Fig. 3a), if (i) the involved AS has been inferred
as local peer –from previous steps– in at least one of the IXPs,
and (ii) the involved IXPs have at least one common facility.
Then the AS is inferred as a local peer to all involved IXPs.
(2) Remotemulti-IXP router: A multi-IXP router is remote to all
involved IXPs (Fig. 3b), if (i) the involved AS has been inferred
8 There are two available datasets based on MIDAR: (i) one based on aliases resolved
with MIDAR and iffinder [32], yielding the highest confidence aliases with very
low false positives, and (ii) one also including aliases resolved with kapar [33], which
significantly increases coverage at the cost of accuracy. We selected the first dataset to
favor accuracy over completeness.
as remote peer –from previous steps– in at least one of the IXPs
(e.g., IXPR ), and (ii) at least one of the following holds:
(a) all the involved IXPs have at least one common facility.
(b) the maximum distance between the facilities of any in-
volved IXP and IXPR , is smaller than the minimum possi-
ble distance dmin between all the facilities of the involved
AS and all the facilities where IXPR is present.
Then the AS is inferred as a remote peer to all involved IXPs.
(3) Hybrid multi-IXP router: A multi-IXP router is local to a
subset of the involved IXPs (Fig. 3c) and remote to another IXP
subset, if (i) the involved AS has been inferred as local peer
–from previous steps– in at least one of the IXPs (e.g., IXPL) of
the local subset, and (ii) at least one of the following conditions
is true for the remote subset:
(a) IXPL does not have any common facility with the other
involved IXPs.
(b) the minimum distance between the facilities of IXPL and
any other involved IXP, is larger than the maximum pos-
sible distance dmax between all the –common– facilities
where both the involved AS and IXPL are present.
Then the AS is inferred as a local peer to IXPL and remote peer
to all other involved IXPs in the remote subset.
To understand the intuition behind conditions 2(b) and 3(b),
assume that Rx ∈ ASx is a multi-IXP router peering with two
IXPs, IXPams in Amsterdam, and IXPlon in London. The minimum
distance between the facilities of the two IXPs is 300km, while the
maximum distance is 360km. If from the first two steps we inferred
thatASx is remote to IXPams , with dmin = 500km, then Rx cannot
be local to any facility of IXPlon (condition 2(b) holds). Similarly, if
we inferred that ASx is local to IXPams with dmax = 50km, then
Rx cannot be local to any facility of IXPlon (condition 3(b) holds).
Step 5: Localization of private connectivity. If Steps 1-4 fail to infer
whether a peer is local or remote, we use the private connectivity
of an IXP member and apply a “voting” scheme similar to the
Constrained Facility Search (CFS) approach [48].
Let FIX P be the set of feasible facilities for the IXP, ASx an IXP
member identified based on the dataset of Section 3.2, and IIX P the
set of all IP interfaces of the multi-IXP routers identified in Step 4.
(1) We parse all the collected traceroute paths, perform IP-to-AS
mapping [34] and extract all the AS sequences over private
interconnections (not over an IXP), i.e., from a sequence {IPi ,IPj },
where IPi belongs to ASi and IPj to ASj (, ASi ), we extract the
sequence {ASi ,ASj }. Let Ipr iv be the set of all interfaces involved
in such private AS-level interconnections.
(2) We run alias resolution on the interfaces in IIX P ∪ Ipr iv , that
belong to IXP members for which we have not made an infer-
ence yet. For each router Rx (belonging to an ASx ) with at least
one interface i ∈ IIX P , we compile the set Nx of the (private)
AS neighbors of ASx .
(3) Based on our AS-to-facility mapping from Section 3.4, we find
the most common facilities Fcommon among the majority of
the ASes in Nx .
If |FIX P ∩Fcommon | = 1, i.e., only one facility of the IXP belongs
to both sets, then we infer ASx as a local peer to the IXP . Other-
wise we infer the peer as remote to the IXP. The intuition behind
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Figure 8: Validation results per IXP in our test validation dataset.
this heuristic is that private interconnections are typically estab-
lished within the same facility, as explained in 5.1.4. Nonetheless,
we do not require all the private AS neighbors to be present in
Fcommon because tethered private interconnections across facili-
ties –although less common– are still possible [48].
It should be noted that our aim is not to pinpoint the exact AS
boundaries, nor to derive the AS-level topology from IP hops, both
of which have been shown to be non-trivial processes [59, 61].
Instead, we aim to infer a router’s colocation facility based on its
adjacent ASes. For example, a reply from a third-party interface
may result in a spurious AS-level link; however, the interface (no
matter to which AS it is mapped) belongs to the same router, and
thus the facility inference is not affected.
5.3 Validation
We validate each step of our methodology independently by com-
paring inference results (see Section 6.1) against the test subset of
the validation dataset (see Section 3.5). The validation metrics we
use and the sets that we consider are defined in Table 3. Note that
concerning validation data it holds that VDR ∩ VDL = ∅ (on
the interface level), and in the metrics we do not take into account
inferences for peers with no validation data (i.e., INF −VD = ∅).
Table 3: Validation Sets and Metrics for RP Inference.
Name Definition
Sets
VDR Remote Peers in Validation Dataset
VDL Local Peers in Validation Dataset
VD VD = VDR ∪ VDL
INFR Inferred Remote Peers
INFL Inferred Local Peers
INF INF = INFR ∪ INFL
Metrics
COV |INF∩VD||VD| (Coverage)
FPR |INFR∩VDL ||INF∩VDL | (False Positives rate)
FNR |INFL∩VDR ||INF∩VDR | (False Negatives rate)
PRE |INFR∩VDR ||INFR | (Precision)
ACC |INFR∩VDR |+|INFL∩VDL ||INF| (Accuracy)
Table 4: Validation of each step of the algorithm.
Methodology Feature FPR FNR PRE ACC COV
Steps RTTmin [36] 17.5% 25.7% 85% 77% 84%
Step 1: Port Capacity - - 96% - 11%
Step 2+3: RTTmin+Colo 1.1% 7% 98.5% 95.6% 76%
Step 4: Multi-IXP 7% 7% 93% 93% 53%
Step 5: Private Links 10% 16% 90% 86.5% 49%
Combined 4% 7.2% 95% 94.5% 93%
Table 4 shows the validation results for all IXPs in the test dataset,
for each step separately, as well as the entire algorithm.
State-of-the-art. As a baseline, we first validate the remote in-
ference when using only RTTmin (step 2), assuming a remoteness
threshold of 10ms [36], to quantify the improvement versus the
state of the art [36] achieved by our algorithm. RTTmin yields a
high FPR due to mis-inferring local peers at wide-area IXPs as
remote. We calculated that when excluding wide-area IXPs the FPR
of the RTTmin approach drops to 2%. At the same time, the FNR is
also high since many of the remote peers have RTTmin < 10ms .
Proposed methodology. When combining RTTmin with coloca-
tion data from Section 3.4 (step 3) we improve significantly all
validation metrics; only the coverage metric has a small decrease,
due to the fact that both latency and facility data are required. The
false-negative inferences of RTTmin +Colo are either due to spu-
rious colocation data, or reseller customers colocated at the IXP.
The latter false negatives are alleviated by taking into account Port
Capacity data as described in Section 3.2 (step 1). For port capacity
we validate only the precision metric, since we use it to infer only
remote peers. For the next two steps we utilize traceroute data from
Section 3.1. Specifically, theMulti − IXP step (step 4) also exhibits
very high PRE and ACC, but can be used only for half of the inter-
faces. Finally, the Private Links step (step 5) has the lowest ACC and
PRE compared to the other steps, but still outperforms vanilla RTT-
based inference and is used only as a “last-resort” heuristic. When
all the five steps are combined, they yield ∼95% ACC and PRE, and
cover 93% of the tested IXP interfaces. Fig. 8 shows the precision
and accuracy metrics per IXP in our test validation dataset, ordered
by the size of IXP. The results are consistent across all IXPs. For
SeattleIX we obtain the lowest precision (92%), due to incomplete
colocation data. Our inferences for LINX LON have the lowest ac-
curacy (91%), because of a higher –than the other IXPs– number
of colocated members connected through remote providers using
non-fractional ports. These inaccuracies may indicate potential
errors in the port capacities dataset.
6 INFERRING RP IN THEWILD
Here, we apply our inference methodology on the 30 largest IXPs in
our dataset, step by step (Section 6.1). Having inferred RP at IXPs,
we investigate some relevant use cases. Indicatively, we focus on
RP features in Section 6.2. We further study aspects of the evolution
of the RP ecosystem over time (Section 6.3), as well as routing
implications involving a large IXP (Section 6.4).
6.1 Application of Step-wise Inference
Step 1.We first infer the IXP members that reach the IXP through
resellers, by comparing the port capacities of each member against
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Figure 9: Measurement results for RTTs, feasible facilities and multi-IXP routers.
the minimum physical port capacity offered by that IXP. For some
IXPs (see Fig. 10a), such as France-IX, which cooperates with more
than 20 resellers [10], 40% of the inferences can be made by using
only port capacity information. However, for other IXPs that do
not allow port reselling (e.g., HKIX), this step fails to make any
inference. On average, this step contributes for approx. 10% of the
total inferences (see column COV in Table 4).
Step 2.We then execute a ping measurement campaign between 7-
9 Apr. 2018 from each LG and Atlas VP, to the peering interfaces of
the IXP that hosts the VP. LGs achieve high response rates (Fig. 9a)
due to being directly attached to the IXP peering LAN. In contrast,
50 of the 66 Atlas probes are colocated within an IXP facility, but
are not inside the IXP’s LAN. Therefore, pings from them to IXP
LAN IP addresses are more likely to fail for various reasons [62].
14 of the Atlas probes do not receive any ping response.
Figure 9b shows the RTTmin distributions between VPs (LGs and
Atlas probes) and IXP interfaces. 75% of the IXP interfaces arewithin
2ms from the respective VP. More than 20% of the interfaces
have RTTmin > 10ms, a 2-fold increase since 2014 [35, 36].
However, we found Atlas probes with consistently inflated RTT
values9. Such probes may be deployed in the IXP’s management
LAN which may not be in the IXP’s facilities, but still abide to the
TTL match filter (see Section 4) which is set to TTLmax − 1 for
Atlas probes. Thus, we discard probes that have RTTmin ≥ 1ms
between the probe and the IXP’s route server. This filter removes
another 21 Atlas probes from the set of usable VPs. Also, note
that a large number of minimum RTTs obtained from LGs are
exactly 1ms , which happens because many LGs round up the RTT
value to the nearest integer. For such LGs we calculate the dmin
distance between the IXP interface and the VP assuming RTT ′min =
RTTmin − 1, and we use the rounded-up RTTmin to calculate the
corresponding dmax distance.
Table 5 provides the statistics of the queried interfaces that were
used for our inferences after filtering out the unusable VPs.
Step 3. We calculate the feasible IXP and AS facilities for each
peering interface, based on the measured RTTmin , and infer the
interfaces as local, remote or unknown, based on the combined
latency and colocation information. Figure 9c shows the RTTmin
9Atlas probes can yield measurement errors [51]; in our campaign, we account for
non-persistent inflation by considering minimum RTTs over time.
for each IXP interface versus the number of feasible facilities. Each
(RTTmin , #f acilities) data point is tagged with its inferred peer-
ing type. 94% of the remote interfaces have no feasible com-
mon facility with the IXP (which further validates the coloca-
tion “principle”), while for 6% we have at least one feasible facility.
Drilling down on this 6%, 40% of the involved interfaces exhibit
RTTmin > 2ms , indicating spurious colocation information. More-
over, 5% of them are in a facility within the same metro area as
the IXP VP but not affiliated with the IXP, while the rest are cases
of IXP members colocated with the IXP but connecting through a
reseller via a low-capacity virtual port (inferred at Step 1).
Step 4. For the unknown interfaces of Step 3, we investigate if
they are part of multi-IXP routers. Figure 9d shows the number
(per inferred type) of IXP routers compared to the number of IXPs
with which they are connected (next-hop IXPs). Surprisingly, we
find that 20% of the unknown interfaces and ∼80% of the corre-
sponding routers have multiple IXP connections, with 25%
of them connecting to more than 10 IXPs. This result high-
lights that the AS-level and IXP-level peering diversity of such
IXP peers are misleading indicators of their resilience, since all of
their interconnections depend on the same physical equip-
ment (i.e., the multi-IXP router). We further observe that cases of
remote multi-IXP routers are more prevalent than hybrid ones.
Step 5. Finally, for the remaining unknown interfaces we infer
locality or remoteness based on their private connectivity. As shown
in Fig. 10a, we had to apply this heuristic only for 11 of the top 30
IXPs, because previous steps did not manage to successfully infer
some of the IXP interfaces of these IXPs as remote or local.
Overall. In total, the contribution (in terms of fraction of inferences)
of each step of the methodology is shown in Fig. 10a. Steps 2 (RTT +
colo) and 3 (multi-IXP routers) account for the majority of the
Table 5: Statistics of interfaces involved in the ping campaign. For
our measurements we used the 30 largest IXPs with usable VPs.
VP Type # VPs # Interfaces # Members # IXPsQueried Resp. (Fig. 9a)
LG 23 3,806 3,617 (95%) 2,347 18
Atlas 22 6,457 4,861 (75%) 4,097 22
Total 45 10,578 7,738 (73%) 6,444 30
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(a) Contribution of each inference step per IXP.
(b) Inferences per IXP.
Figure 10: Inference results for the 30 largest IXPs with LG/Atlas VPs.
inferences. Moreover, Fig. 10b shows the final inference results for
the top 30 IXPs. Overall, we find 28% of all the IXP interfaces
for which we made an inference to be remote. Also, for 90%
of the IXPs, it holds that more than 10% of their members
are remote peers. Finally, we find that for the two largest IXPs
(DE-CIX and AMS-IX) almost 40% of their members are remote.
6.2 Features of Remote Peers
Having inferred remote and local peers per IXP, we proceed to inves-
tigate what are the features of remote peers and if/how they differen-
tiate from local peers. We examine 3 features for each IXP member:
(i) the size of its customer cone, as reported by CAIDA [5], (ii) its
traffic levels and countries of presence as reported by PDB [16],
and (iii) the user population it serves, as reported by APNIC [28].
We classify an IXP member network as follows: “remote” if it has
only remote connections; “local” if it has only local connections;
“hybrid” if it has both types (in the same or multiple IXPs). Out of
2959 total inferred AS-peers in 30 IXPs, we find that 63.7% are local,
23.4% are remote and 12.9% are hybrid.
In Fig. 11a we show the fractions of remote, local and hybrid
IXP members with respect to the size of their customer cone. We
observe that remote peers (red line) have quite similar patterns
with the local ones (blue line). In fact, whether a network chooses
to engage in local or remote peering (which is a matter of network
design) at an IXP is not reflected on the size of its customer cone.
This is probably due to the fact that both practices achieve similar
Internet reachability to/from the local/remote peer’s customers. In-
terestingly enough, member ASes that are local peers in some IXPs
and remote in others tend to have one order of magnitude larger
customer cones than the other cases. This is because hybrid IXP
members are usually large ISPs that have diverse peering policies
over large geographical areas, engaging both in local and remote
peering depending on their business needs per market segment.
Note that the insights pertaining to the customer cones of local,
remote and hybrid peers are also reflected in the estimated user
populations by APNIC, as expected (results omitted for brevity).
Regarding the country distribution of the IXPmembers, we found
that most local (13.86%) and hybrid (11.04%) peers are headquartered
in GB, while PL seems to host the most remote peers (12.88%).
With respect to the traffic levels associated with each network10,
as shown in Fig. 11b, the observed pattern seems to comply with
the insights related to the cones and user populations of the IXP
members. The distributions of the traffic levels for remote and
local peers are similar (albeit with the fraction of local peers per
traffic level being larger as expected), while hybrid peers seem to
be present also at very high traffic levels, together with locals. It
is also interesting that networks with vastly different traffic levels
(ranging from 100s of Mbits to 100s of Gbits) engage in RP practices.
6.3 RP Evolution
To understand aspects of the evolution of RP over time, we collect
(i) daily RTT measurements (pings) from available LG VPs in 5
IXPs (LINX, HKIX, LONAP, THINX and UAIX), (ii) PDB dumps,
and (iii) Atlas traceroutes between 2017/07/04 - 2018/09/10, and we
use them to infer remote and local peers across time. Based on this
information, we can calculate aggregate growth (i.e., a new member
joins an IXP) and departure (i.e., an old member leaves an IXP) rates
per peering type. We observe that the number of remote peers
grows twice as fast as the number of local peers, indicating
that today, remote peers are the primary drivers of IXP growth
(Fig. 12a). These results are confirmed by IXP annual reports from
some of the largest IXPs (AMS-IX, DE-CIX, France-IX) [27, 42, 44],
indicating that IXPs that already service the majority of local net-
works in their respective country-level peering ecosystems, seek
to expand their market pool by attracting remote peers. However,
remote peers also exhibit higher (+25%) departure rates than local
ones; reseller customers do not commit substantial resources to
establish their IXP connectivity (e.g., routing equipment at the IXP),
therefore it might be easier for them to terminate it. For the same
time period we also found 18 cases of peers that switched from
remote to local interconnections.
6.4 RP Routing Implications
Here, as another use case demonstrating the applicability of our
inference methodology, we investigate the interplay between re-
mote peering and Internet routing. Specifically, we consider the
DE-CIX Frankfurt (FRA) IXP, and examine the routing behavior
between its 314 remote members (as inferred by our methodology)
10In Figure 11b, we refer to the aggregate –self-reported via PeeringDB– traffic levels
exchanged by the network themselves and not their peering connections.
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(a) Customer cones of inferred local
(blue), remote (red), hybrid (green) IXP
members.
(b) Traffic levels of inferred
local, remote and hybrid IXP
members.
Figure 11: Features of all inferred IXP members.
and any other of its 781 (local or remote) members (available at
the time of measurement). Let ASR be a remote member of DE-
CIX FRA, and ASx another DE-CIX FRA member (remote or local;
ASR , ASx ), which peers in at least one more common IXP with
ASR . We are interested in circuitous paths that start at ASR and end
at ASx , which we find with the following process. (i) We randomly
choose maximum 5 available (up and running) RIPE Atlas probes
within ASR . (ii) We extract the routed prefixes that ASx advertises
via BGP, using the RIPEstat service [20]. (iii) We select the first
IP address (.1) of a randomly chosen prefix among these prefixes.
(iv) We run traceroutes from the chosen probes in ASR towards
the selected IP address of ASx . (v) We extract all traceroute paths
involving an IXP crossing (see Section 3.3), either over DE-CIX FRA
or another common IXP.
We analyze the results for all possible {ASR ,ASx } pairs (∼ 245k in
total). We identify 5941 IXP crossings involving ASR and ASx as
the two peering IXP members. As described above, these crossings
involve either DE-CIX FRA or another IXP where both ASes peer.
ASR andASx are also the source and destination of the traceroute(s),
respectively. In the majority of the cases (66%), we observe that
the routing decision of ASR seems to comply with an expected hot-
potato exit strategy [31, 74], i.e., the IXP involved in the crossing is
the closest one to ASR among the IXPs where both ASR and ASx
are present. Interestingly enough, on the one hand, we identify
cases (18%) where traffic is exchanged via the RP interconnection of
ASR at DE-CIX FRA, while there exists another common IXP that is
closer to ASR . By using this closer IXP, instead of the RP in DE-CIX
FRA, ASR could offload traffic 100s of km closer to its network.
On the other hand, there are cases (16%) where the two peers use
another (local or remote) peering link (i.e., not over DE-CIX FRA)
to exchange traffic, while the facilities of DE-CIX FRA are closer
to the ASR . In the latter cases, ASR could use the RP over DE-CIX
FRA to offload traffic hundreds of km closer to its network.
The reason why in some cases these networks do not make
a “seemingly better” (latency-wise) routing decision has to do
with their own policies, which are not typically known. Note also
that both routing options (over remote peering in DE-CIX or lo-
cal/remote peering in another IXP), are over peer-to-peer links via
IXPs. Therefore, we cannot distinguish routing preferences based
on coarse AS-relationships [60] (customer vs. peer vs. provider);
(a) The increase of remote peers is 2x
faster compared to the increase of lo-
cal peers.
(b) Comparison of ping and tracer-
oute RTTs for LINX LON peering in-
terfaces.
Figure 12: Analysis of archived RTT data.
this would require taking into account also additional features, such
as BGP communities [47], which is the subject of future work.
7 DISCUSSION & INSIGHTS
Ubiquity and growth.We found that RP becomes an increasingly
popular practice and is almost ubiquitous in the global IXP ecosys-
tem (Fig. 10b). For instance, in AMS-IX, 90% of new customers come
through reseller programs [23]. Exceptions are IXPs that do not
support port reselling, but even they facilitate RP for physically
distant members, e.g., over L2 carriers. It is worth mentioning that
in the past, one of the reasons why local IXP traffic remained local,
was because distance meant cost. In light of significantly reduced
transport costs, that is no longer the case. Indeed, the largest IXPs
have more distant members compared to the average. This is an
example of a network effect; the more members an IXP has, the
more valuable that IXP is to networks [68]. We observe that most
new members at the largest IXPs are remote (Fig. 12a). Interestingly,
even smaller IXPs exhibit growing tendencies in terms of RP.
Implications. There are RP cases that have a clear impact on rout-
ing paths, and thus, on performance and resiliency.We find evidence
that RPs support suboptimal routing choices and introduce latency
penalties (Section 6.4). In fact, in many cases, exchanging traffic at
an IXP where both traffic source and destination are colocated as
members, would be more beneficial for performance (e.g., lower la-
tency; Fig. 1b). For ASes with a global footprint the lack of visibility
in whether a peer is local or remote makes their traffic engineer-
ing considerably harder. In particular, anycast routing employed
by CDNs is affected by RP practices that drive traffic away from
the intended load-balancing center, i.e., the IXP itself. In contrast,
we also find cases where RP can improve performance by offering
better routing choices to a broader set of networks (Section 6.4).
In terms of resilience, there are potential issues with RP setups.
While an extensive investigation of these issues is the subject of
future work, here we reason about some obvious resilience implica-
tions. Multiple peers connect via the same reseller’s physical port to
one IXP (see Fig. 4); one remote peer may connect (through different
resellers) to multiple IXPs with just one router (see Fig. 9d). In these
cases, an outage in a single IXP or IXP switch port: (i) propagates
much further than the metropolitan area of the IXP over the RP
link, and (ii) may affect several IXP members at once. Even if these
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members have backup paths/links that are activated upon such a
cascading outage (e.g., over their transit providers), there is some
unavoidable delay and packet loss until BGP routing converges
on the backup paths [46]; even after this happens, routing may be
sub-optimal in terms of packet-level end-to-end delay.
The IXP’s point of view. IXPs themselves do not discriminate
members as local or remote; they are simply interested in (i) attract-
ing as many ASes as possible (potentially expanding in multiple
geographical regions and colocation facilities or via RP), and offer-
ing (ii) short paths and low latencies, (iii) high throughput, and (iv)
additional services. However, they are aware of which customers
are “virtual” (Section 3.5), i.e., connected on a virtual port offered
by a port reseller, since they need to terminate the inner VLAN and
configure the IXP-end of the virtual port. For IXPs, RP inference
(uncovering also distant, non-virtual IXP peers; see Steps 2-5 in
Section 5.2) is interesting for two main reasons: (a) to overcome
the local saturation and find new attractive markets/locations for
expansion, and (b) to offer to their customers transparency as to
who is local and who is not. Finally, we note emerging RP flavors.
For instance, NL-IX is a reseller for AMS-IX; DE-CIX offers the
GlobePeer [9] product that allows an IXP member to acquire access
to all DE-CIX peers irrespective of their location.
8 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Being equipped with a methodology that reliably infers RP, we
identify the following directions for future work in this field.
Traffic Analysis. Knowing which IXP peering interconnections
are remote/local, a natural follow-up step is to investigate the impor-
tance of RP in terms of the actual traffic flowing over the switching
infrastructure of an IXP. To achieve this, we need datasets contain-
ing the traffic levels of remote and local IXP peering connections.
Beyond Pings.Measuring RTTs using pings from VPs within the
IXP suffers from limited and unstable VPs. However, traceroutes
fromVPs anywhere in theworld, can provide an additional source of
useful RTT measurements that cover much more in space and time
than pings. In fact, the difference of the RTTs between the VP and
the consecutive IP interfaces involved in a –potential– IXP crossing,
as observed in a traceroute path, can provide an indication of the
delay between the associated IXP peers. Fig. 12b shows the RTTs
between the LINX LON LG and the interfaces of the members of
LINX, using traceroutes (see Section 3.1) and pings; we observe that
the RTT patterns are close, supporting such an approach. However,
traceroute-based approaches come with their own set of challenges
such as asymmetric paths, load-balancing artifacts, ICMP rate-limits
and heterogeneous opaque layer-2 connectivity mechanisms [58,
72]. We plan to investigate inference approaches that are robust
against such artifacts and enable us to scale up our methodology,
decoupling it from ping-based measurements.
Longitudinal Study. In Section 6.3 we analyzed the RP growth of
5 IXPs over a period spanning more than a year. Understanding
whether our observations represent an actual trend, and not just
recent developments in the IXP ecosystem, requires digging deeper
into history. Since daily RTT measurements (pings) from LGs in
IXPs are not available for all IXPs (e.g., during the time-frame of
Section 6.3), we aim to apply a traceroute-based methodology to
perform an extensive analysis in space (more IXPs) and time (years).
Other Implications/Trade-offs. Evaluating the impact of RP and
routing policies (Section 6.4) on the performance of CDNs and any-
cast services might be of interest to the community. RP is associated
to implications for performance, resilience/reliability, and security,
and it comeswith certain trade-offs (e.g., debugging ismore complex
when third-party layer-2 infrastructures are involved). Follow-up
work could focus on assessing such trade-offs and comparing RP
to more traditional connectivity practices, such as classic transit.
9 CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduce, validate, and apply a methodology that
can infer remote and local peers at IXPs with high accuracy and
coverage. Our methodology is built upon the observation that RP is
not driven only by technical factors, but is actually a business deci-
sion guided by economic considerations. In particular, taking into
account port capacities, colocation strategies, multi-IXP peerings as
well as latencies and private connectivity practices, we achieve very
high accuracy (95%) and coverage (93%) levels, outperforming the
state-of-the-art by +18% and +9%, respectively. At the same time
we reduce almost 4 times the false positive and negative rates. The
primary objective of this approach is to enable IXPs and existing
or new potential IXP members to understand which peers of an
IXP are physically local, allowing for better-informed peering and
routing decisions. Moreover, by equipping researchers with a reli-
able inference methodology, we enable the in-depth investigation
of multiple facets of the peering ecosystem, such as the detection
of routing inefficiencies that undermine the resilience and perfor-
mance of traffic exchange. In our measurement-based study of 30 of
the largest IXPs worldwide, we found that more than 90% of them
have more than 10% of their members as remote peers. Strikingly,
for large IXPs, this share may exceed 40%. The number of remote
peers grows twice as fast compared to local peers, driving the IXP
growth. The remote peers show similar patterns with local peers in
terms of customer cones, user populations and aggregated traffic
levels, indicating that remote peering is widely adopted practice
across networks. Moreover, we observe that several remote peer
routers are connected to more than 10 IXPs, while we also find evi-
dence of hybrid (remote & local) IXP peering interconnections on
the same router, with profound implications for routing resilience.
Prototype and Portal. To automate our remote peering inference
methodology and make our results publicly accessible to the com-
munity, we have implemented a web portal at [17], through which
we publish monthly snapshots of our inferences, and visualize the
geographical footprint of IXPs and their connected members.
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